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Every single life is precious! Every single life is deserving of being loved and cared for. How can you claim to 
care about the people you are responsible for and not include these little infants? They are the future and they 
deserve every chance at life the rest of us got.  
These babies would grow to be any number of great people, fill great industries, be the abcdins behind major 
works. We have no idea who they’ll be and what they’ll achieve for the world. Put yourself in the shoes of 
these infants. Imagine you weren’t kept safe and alive and were unable to fulfill the life you have. All that and 
to include whether you’re a believer or not, there are always spiritual, physical, emotional ramifications of 
allowing things like this to take place.  
The parliament need to take a long hard look at the cost to all human life affected by abortions alone let alone 
a baby who is born alive. I pray you see reason and pabcd the bill to offer these babies the healthcare they 
deserve.  
Hi, my name is . I’m a stay at home mum to 5 beautiful kids.  
If a baby is born alive during an abortion, the argument that they aren’t alive or just a foetus or whatever other 
excuse you have for eliminating precious human life, is gone. Like they always did, however especially in this 
cirabcdstance, they deserve the right to the healthcare! You wouldn’t opt out of healthcare for the mother if 
things were to go bad as she’s a ‘living, breathing human’ just as now is her infant.  

Sincerely,  
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